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Release of Block Jump Heroes
Block Jump Heroes now available in Google Play Store for Android

7th January 2016 – Exciting worlds and characters await you in Block Jump Heroes.
Discover each world with different characters and jump as high as possible. We„re looking for
heroes who really aim high.
Two worlds are playable now. Choose a world and try to climb as high as possible! Blocks
randomly fall from the top of the screen and pave your way. Each block has its own special
properties: some help you, some can kill you or just aim to hamper your progress. As you
climb higher, more blocks will appear and it becomes harder to advance. If you want to know
how good you are, you can compare your progress with other players around the world or
with your friends.
“After a little summer break, we are back in business and present to you our second mobile
game,” said Jakub Derbich, Producer of Block Jump Heroes and Co-Founder of SuneX
Games. “When you start playing, Block Jump Heroes is quite easy, but as you progress,
more types of blocks begin to fall and the more difficult it gets. The closed Beta showed that
even low-skilled players have a chance for the top rankings.”
The main task is to jump as high as possible but there are also a lot of interesting additional
features. You receive treasure chests as you rack up scores and from those you can collect
pearls that allow you to upgrade your characters stats such as jumping and wall-jumping
abilities, allowing you to reach all new heights. Treasure chests may also give you collectable
stickers. There are 6 different sticker variations per world to collect, each with a crazy design!
About SuneX Games
We are SuneX Games, a young German-based company with a small international team and
a strong passion - game design and development. The company started operations in May
15, 2014 and was founded by Tobias Mittelstädt, with more than 7 years of experience in
game development, and Jakub Derbich, Finance Controller from the industry. All artwork was
created by Mikey Hodkinson, pixel art and digital art specialist.
Our focus is on mobile and computer games for players around the world. To see someone
playing our game in the underground or in a cafe would be the best feeling for us.
Read more at http://www.sunex-games.de
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